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How convenient it is now to pull up 
my iPad Pro and see my sermon!

Click the little pulpit icon at the top 
of your sermon document, and you’ll 
see a preaching view with a clock, a 
countdown timer, all your slides, and 
arrows to tab through the pages of 
your sermon.

You can plan, prepare, and deliver 
sermon series all within Logos. You 
never need to!leave.

Conc lusion
Funny thing: if you don’t tell students 
things, they might not know them. 
Students need to be taught good 
exegesis and theology; they also need 
to be taught the best available tools 
for communicating those things to 
Christ’s sheep.  

Mark Ward (PhD, Bob Jones 
University) is the editor of Bible 
Study Magazine. He is the author 
of multiple Bible textbooks and 
of Authorized: The!Use and Misuse 
of the King James Bible (Lexham 
Press, 2018).
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Why I Wish I Had 
Logos 10 Years Ago

I didn’t have Logos when I went through seminary. And no, before you ask, 
it’s not because it didn’t exist yet. Logos has been around for more than 30 
years, and I was only in seminary a decade ago. And believe it or not, I didn’t 
even use Logos during my PhD research! But oh, how I wish I had it during my 
studies. It would have transformed the way I worked and paid dividends along 
the way.

Take, for instance, the course I took on Paul’s letter to the church in Rome. 
I distinctly remember sitting in class at my tiny desk (you know the kind 
I’m talking about) trying to fi gure out how to have my Bible open alongside 
Douglas Moo’s commentary on Romans and still maintain space to take notes. 
I!could barely fi t a sheet of paper amid my books, let!alone a laptop. 
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I could have taken notes on my professors’ lectures and linked them to the 
passages we were discussing, grouping my notes into Notebooks focused on each 
class and its subject matter. I could have tagged those notes with main ideas and 
topics to help me make connections between passages and quickly search my 
notes by the tags I created. And because Logos notes are synced to the cloud, 
all my notes and highlights would have been accessible on my phone, tablet, 
or!laptop.

These benefi ts alone would have been a huge help to me, but Logos o" ers 
even!more.

In my biblical hermeneutics course, we ranged far and wide through 
Scripture, so we didn’t have the luxury of one biblical book and one 
commentary. And this is where Logos guides would have come in handy.

If I had Logos, I would have been able to fi t everything I needed (and so much 
more) on my little desk without any trouble. I could have had multiple Bibles 
and commentaries open at once, and I wouldn’t even have needed to fl ip pages 
back and forth in any of them. With just a few clicks, I could have linked my 
Bibles and commentaries together so they scrolled in sync. No matter which of 
the linked books I was reading at the time, all the others would have followed 
along. Who knows how much I missed in that class (and others) as I focused 
on fi nding the right page while listening to my professor with a fraction of my 
attention.

And all of those notes I took on sheets of paper? After many years and several 
moves (including back and forth across the Atlantic), I have no clue where they 
went. In the process of writing this, I tried to fi sh them out to cite some of the 
things I learned in the course, but they’re nowhere to be found. Again, if I had 
Logos, all the insights I gained and questions I asked would be stored within the 
software, anchored to Scripture passages and paragraphs in my commentaries 
so I could quickly remember what I learned and from where I learned it. 
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And this opportunity extends into the Sermons section of the Passage Guide. 
Here, I would have found sermons from Augustine, John Chrysostom, and 
Origen alongside those of Charles Spurgeon, John Piper, and Tim Keller. Even 
if I disagreed with some of how a preacher interprets and applies a passage of 
Scripture, engaging with sermons preached from di! erent contexts would have 
helped me explore how to apply each passage in my life. 

I would have used the Passage Guide every class session. No matter which 
passage we were exploring that week, whether from the Hebrew Bible or the 
New Testament, I could have just dropped the reference in the guide’s search 
box and let Logos comb through my entire library to fi nd everything there was 
to"fi nd. It would have quickly gathered all of my commentaries on that passage 
and allowed me to sort them by series, era, type, or denomination. 

It would have placed parallel passages and cross references at my fi ngertips 
and let me quickly examine the genre (or literary typing) within the passage.

As a budding theologian, I would have geeked out over the Ancient Literature 
section and its links directly to the Apostolic and Church Fathers, to 
Josephus and Philo, and so much more. And once I was ready to explore more 
contemporary resources, I could have checked the biblical and systematic 
theologies gathered by the Passage Guide. Both would have allowed me to 
explore the theological resources in my library grouped by subject (such as 
Christology or theological anthropology) and denomination. 

What I love about these denominational categories is the opportunity they 
provide to intentionally read and think outside of my specifi c tradition, engaging 
with the body of Christ across ecumenical lines. They would have allowed me 
to learn and study from a posture of receptive ecumenism, acknowledging that 
I have much to learn from every expression and experience of the faith across 
cultures, people groups, theological traditions, and eras. The denominational 
tags are not invitations to camp inside one tradition and ignore the rest—
they’re"an invitation to engage. 
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And there’s one fi nal section of the Passage Guide that would have transformed 
my studies: Important Words. This section aggregates data from all of my 
commentaries to draw my attention to the words that are most frequently 
discussed. That’s pretty cool, I know. But it gets even better. I could have clicked 
any of the Greek or Hebrew words in this section to open a Bible Word Study 
Guide to that specifi c lemma. 

Exploring any Greek or Hebrew word using the Bible Word Study Guide would 
have provided an audio pronunciation, a brief defi nition, and links to entries in 
my prioritized lexicons—and that’s just in the guide’s fi rst section! The sections 
that follow would have allowed me to see other ways my favorite Bible translates 
the word, the word’s root and its senses, other words often used in conjunction 
with it, and links that run searches for my word in other resources (like the 
works of the Apostolic Fathers, Josephus, or Greek classics).

These tools would have been a signifi cant help in my education. And I haven’t 
even mentioned how easy it is to create a bibliography in Logos or the guided 
walkthroughs called Workfl ows that lead me step by step through the process of 
studying a word, passage, or theological concept. And if you’re preparing to be 
a preacher, Logos has all the tools you’ll need to organize, prepare, and deliver 
your sermons built right in. 

So do as I say, and not as I do. Download Logos and see how it can set you up for 
success in your studies and your ministry.

Adam B. Shaeffer (PhD, Durham University) is a writer, theologian, and poet. You’ll typically 
find him hanging out with his family, trees, or characters in fiction.
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